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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

The Gulf of Mexico wind field will be under the influence of a surface high pressure for at least the next couple of days. The high will 
extend westward across the southern GOM and will produce moderate to fresh easterly flow across the northern leases Friday and 
Saturday, with moderate southerly flow over the offshore Texas Waters. Seas will be slight basin-wide through Saturday. An upper trough 
will move into the Southeast CONUS by Saturday, and continued scattered thunderstorm development will be likely across the eastern 
GOM into Saturday. This activity is not expected to be severe, just as the previous days activity. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Sunday, an area of low pressure over the eastern CONUS will deepen southward toward the Southeast. This will act to tighten the 
pressure gradient over the offshore Louisiana Delta and northeast GOM area for much of the day. Easterly winds are forecast to become 
strong with seas building to near-rough by the afternoon. The area of low pressure will move into the northeast GOM by Monday and 
remain place into the middle of the week. Conditions should be mostly moderate, however, locally fresh/strong winds will be possible over 
the north and east leases due to localized tightened pressure gradients and thunderstorm activity. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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